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Abstract. A lot of research has been conducted on 3D surface reconstruction 
using multiple images of fixed view point and varying lighting conditions. In 
this paper, a new image-based modeling technique based on Polynomial Tex-

ture Mapping (PTM) is presented. This technique allows automated reconstruc-

tion of highly detailed 3D texture-mapped models. The new technique address-

es some of the shortcomings of the previous techniques, mainly in output  quali-

ty and texture mapping. Moreover, it greatly enhances the perception of exist-
ing PTMs. A single PTM is used to generate a uniformly lit diffuse map, a 

normal map and a height map. The three maps are used to reconstruct a 3D tex-

ture-mapped surface. Given the huge archives of PTMs maintained by many in-

stitutions and museums, this technique will allow building equally large librar-

ies of 3D models that can improve artifact perception and will aid cultural her-
itage research. 

1   Introduction 

Polynomial Texture Maps (PTM) were first introduced by Malzbender et al[1]. PTMs 

are generated using multiple photographs of an object, taken from the same view 

point, under varying lighting directions. The resulting texture maps can be viewed by 

means of a viewer software which enables users to dynamically change the lighting 

angle and intensity. This greatly enhanced the perception of archeological artifacts, 

especially items of very low surface relief. PTM proved to be a very  useful tool for 

archeologists and it is being used to study and archive whole collections in various 

museums and institutions.  

Assuming a Lambertian surface is being captured, a particular pixel in an input im-

age set attains constant chromaticity. Luminance value changes largely for the same 

pixel depending on the lighting angle. The final color of the pixel (R(u,v),G(u,v),B(u,v)) 

is computed by modulating an unscaled color value (Rn(u,v),Gn(u,v),Bn(u,v)) by an an-

gle-dependent  luminance factor, L(u,v) for each pixel: 
 

R(u,v) = L(u,v)Rn(u,v); 

G(u,v) = L(u,v)Gn(u,v);  

B(u,v) = L(u,v)Bn(u,v); 

 

Luminance dependence on light direction is modeled by the following biquadratic 

function per texel: 
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L(u,v;lu,lv) = a0(u,v)lu

2 + a1(u,v)lv
2 + a2(u,v)lulv + a3(u,v)lu + a4(u,v)lv + a5(u,v)             (2) 

 

Where (lu,lv) are projections of the normalized light vector into the local texture coor-

dinate system (u,v) and L is the resultant surface luminance at that coordinate. 

For n+1 input photos, the best fit at each pixel is computed using Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) to solve the system of equations for a0-a5: 
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The SVD is computed once for a specific arrangement of light s ources and then it 

can be  applied per pixel. A separate set of coefficients (a0-a5) is stored per pixel 

alongside the unscaled color value RGB. This  PTM format is known as LRGB PTM 

and it explicitly separates and models luminance per pixel. Each pixel is stored as a 

nine-byte block, such that one byte is assigned for each coefficient (a0-a5) and three 

bytes are assigned for the RGB values. An alternate representation in which each 

color channel is stored directly as a biquadratic polynomial also exists. It is referred to 

as RGB PTM, and it is stored as eighteen bytes, six bytes for coefficients (a0-a5) for 

each of the three color channels. RGB PTM is more accurate than LRGB and is gen-

erally used when modeling variations of pixel color owing to other parameters besides 

incident light direction, such as highly reflective materials.  

PTMs technique was further expanded by Mudge et al[2] by introducing PTM Ob-

ject Movies (POMs). POMs are assembled from a number of individual PTM files 

used per inclination angle row. Single and multiple rows are possible. The POM 

viewer application permits examination of the object from various viewing angles 

while allowing user to dynamically change lighting direction.  

2   Related Work 

A lot of research has been conducted in the area of 3D surface reconstruction from 

images featuring a static camera angle with multiple lighting conditions. Most of this 

work is based on the Photometric Stereo (PS) method. PS was first introduced by 

Woodham[3].The idea of PS is to vary the direction of the incident illumination be-

tween successive views while holding the viewing direction constant. This provides 

enough information to determine surface orientation at each picture element. 

Ikeuchi[4] expanded the technique to support specular surfaces by using a distributed 

light source obtained by uneven illumination of a diffusely reflecting planar surface. 

Later, Woodham[5] introduced a method to compute dense representations of the 

intrinsic curvature at each point on a visible surface, based on PS. [6] used the PS 

technique for 3D surface reconstruction . [7,8,9,10] further enhanced output quality 

by using Markov Random Fields, Jacobi’s Iterative Method, Color Segmentation, 

Frankot-Chellappa Algorithm, respectively. While these approaches managed to sig-

nificantly improve the output quality, the PS-based 3D reconstructed surfaces are still 

http://profiles.spiedigitallibrary.org/summary.aspx?DOI=10.1117%2f12.956740&Name=Robert+J.+Woodham
http://scholar.google.com.eg/citations?user=YHxZLlwAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
http://profiles.spiedigitallibrary.org/summary.aspx?DOI=10.1117%2f12.956740&Name=Robert+J.+Woodham


not accurate enough to compare with other 3d photogrammetry methods that depend 

on images from multiple points of views. This is mainly due to the limited number of 

input photos and the presence of noise. Many approaches were taken to overcome 

difficulties caused by restrictive lighting conditions  and shadowing problems. [11] 

proposed a method to separate the m-bounced light in the PS setup, thus removing the 

impact of inter-reflections for the shape recovery process. The drawback of this meth-

od is that it assumes a uniformly colored lambertian surface and requires using light 

sources of multiple colors. [12] formulated the PS problem to the Markov Random 

Field Problem and showed how to solve it by graph cut, which properly calculates the 

surface normal and automatically evades the interference of specular reflection. This 

gave accurate results but the algorithm used has a complexity of O(N
3
). Traditionally, 

PS uses a limited number of up to four images with different lighting conditions. 

PTMs, on the other hand, are generated from a much larger number of photos, usual-

ly, not less than 36 images per PTM. This large number of photometric data input 

allows for better separation of color and luminance, and nullifies shadowing problems 

introduced in traditional PS. This fact was used in the proposed technique to efficient-

ly extract clean diffuse maps for reconstructed surfaces.  

Finding a good estimation of the displacement map using an existing normal map 

is an essential part of the work presented in this paper. Depth-sensing cameras can be 

used to extract these maps; however, experimental results show that the random error 

of depth measurement ranges from a few millimeters up to about 4 cm at the maxi-

mum range of the sensor. This leads to great loss in data especially for items of very 

low surface relief[13]. Dmitriev and Makarov[14] introduced a technique for generat-

ing height maps from normal maps by integrating depth changes in a circular area 

surrounding each pixel in the normal map. MacDonald et al[15] discussed the extrac-

tion of normal maps from PTMs, which is one of the basic foundations of the work 

presented in this paper. 

3   PTM Based 3D Modeling and Texture Mapping 

The information in a PTM covers both color and form of the object and hence, it can 

be used to construct 3D geometry and texture maps for the object of interest. The 

technique described here generally works best for objects of flat nature such as coins, 

stone tablets and carved walls, which are the types of objects PTM is usually used to 

model. Expansion to arbitrary shaped objects is  also possible through usage POMs. 

The reconstructed texture-mapped 3D model is based on three 2D maps ; diffuse and 

normal maps for color mapping and surface details, respectively, and a displacement 

map which is used to shift vertices of a 3D grid to construct 3D geometry.  

3.1   Diffuse Map 

Diffuse maps define the main color of the surface. A good diffuse map should  contain 

only color information without any directional light effects, inter-reflections, specular 

highlights  or self-shadowing. The presence of any of these effects in a diffuse map 

will make the object respond in an incorrect way to virtual incident light, such as 
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casting shadows in the wrong directions or showing highlights where no direct inc i-

dent light hits the object.  

It is difficult to get uniformly lit diffuse maps using regular photography because 

this requires special lighting conditions that might not be possible for all objects of 

interest, especially objects in archeological sites which are lit by direct sunlight. To 

compensate for the absence of uniform lighting, designers usually spend hours using 

photo editing software to fix any part of the image that is affected by direct lighting. 

Usually, the results  include many fake parts with color information that does not 

match reality. This leads to loss of information and  so cannot be used for research 

purposes. Laser scanning and 3D photogrammetry based texture maps also suffer 

from these shadowing problems; this gives PTMs a clear edge here. 

PTM allows extraction of super accurate diffuse maps because the luminance and 

chromaticity information is stored separately in PTM. In LRGB PTM format,  infor-

mation exists out of the box. RGB PTM format does not provide the same info rmation 

directly. However, similar results can be obtained by setting: 

 
(lu,lv) = (Nu,Nv)  

 

Where (lu,lv) are projections of the normalized light vector into the local texture co-

ordinate system (u,v), and (Nu,Nv) is the surface normal projection into the same coor-

dinate system (see 3.2). In this case, a different light direction is applied per texel to 

guarantee all texels will get the same amount of light. This gives a uniformly lit sur-

face that is ideal for use as a diffuse map. Figure 1 shows an example of a diffuse map 

obtained from a PTM. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (left) A snapshot of PTM under certain light condition (right) the extracted diffuse map 

showing uniformly lit pixels 

3.2   Normal Map 

A normal map is a texture map containing surface normal at each texel stored as RGB 

value. Normal maps are usually used to alter pixel normal to give the illusion of high-
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resolution geometry details when they are mapped onto a low-resolution 3D mesh. It 

is a widely used technique for real time rendering, hence can be very useful when 

using 3D models generated from PTMs for real time applications. Additionally, no r-

mal information is useful for obtaining diffuse maps for RGB PTM format (see 3.1). 

Directional lighting information for each pixel is already stored in a PTM, which 

makes it possible to get a very good estimate of the surface normal at that pixel. This 

is achieved by setting 
  

  
 
  

  
   to solve for the maximum of the biquadratic in Eq. 

(2).  This yields lighting angle of maximum reflected luminance divided by surface 

normal N: 
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Normal components XYZ are represented by RGB image components, respectiv e-

ly. X and Y are in the range [-1, 1] while Z is in the range [0,1]. For convenient stor-

ing, all values are mapped to [0,255], the range usually used for RGB images. Figure 

2 shows the surface normal extracted from a PTM file. 

 

  

Fig. 2. A snapshot of PTM  (left), and the extracted Normal map (right) 

3.3   Height Map 

Unlike normal maps, height maps (a.k.a displacement maps) are used to actually 

deform geometry and build a mesh of actual 3D details. Height maps are usually 

grayscale texture maps where pixel’s white level corresponds to height (usually in Z 

direction) value of vertices of a 3D grid mesh. Height maps can be used either to 



refine the surface of an existing 3D model or to build the model from scratch. The 

latter case is widely used for 3D terrain modeling. Modern GPUs provide real time 

surface tessellation which allows using height maps to generate models in real time. 

The height maps used here are generated from normal maps obtained in the prev i-

ous section. A normal at every surface point is perpendicular to height map gradient. 

Here, the inverse problem is what needs to be solved. Obtaining a height map from 

normal map requires integration. This operation is not always guaranteed to yield 

precise result since it is based on an estimated normal map. In addition, information 

about surface discontinuities is lost in normal maps. The 3D models generated are 

good approximations for the real model and can help  to improve perception when 

used alongside a usual PTM. These models are also very useful for real time navig a-

tion of artifacts and architectural designs.   

The algorithm used for height map generation is an iterative algorithm where each 

iteration improves contrast between low and high points. A low number of iterations 

can be used to generate a height map suitable for adding surface details to an already 

existing 3D model. A large number of iterations yields a map that can be applied to a 

grid mesh to generate the model from scratch. 

 The height map pixels are initiated to zero height. At each new iteration, each pix-

el’s height is slightly modified according to the slopes of the surrounding pixels nor-

mals and their heights  in the current iteration. For vertices on the same row, only X 

components will contribute, whereas vertices on the same column will affect height 

only using their Y components. For vertices on the four corners, both X and Y com-

ponents will contribute to the height shifting. Contributions from all eight surrounding 

pixels will be averaged and added to the current height. Signs differ depending on the 

location of the surrounding pixel relative to the pixel being modified. Figure 3 shows 

a summary of surrounding pixels contributions and associated signs , where Nx and 

Ny are the X and Y components of the surface normal, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Contributions of surrounding pixels to the current pixel height when generating the 
height map  from the normal map 

 

Below is a pseudo code for the height map creation loop: 

For(number of iterations set by user) 

  For (all pixels of the PTM) 

 CurrentPixelHeight +=  

  ( 



 (UpperLeft.Height - UpperLeft.Nx + UpperLeft.Ny) + 

 (Left.Height - Left.Nx) + 

 (BottomLeft.Height - BottomLeft.Nx - BottomLeft.Ny) + 

 (Upper.Height + Upper.Ny) + 

 (Bottom.Height - Bottom.Ny) + 

 (UpperRight.Height + UpperRight.Nx + UpperRight.Ny) + 

 (Right.Height + Right.Nx) + 

 (BottomRight.Height + BottomRight.Nx - BottomRight.Ny)  

) / 8 

The resulting pixel values are then mapped to values in the range [0,255]. Figure 4 

shows the resulting height maps for different iterations numbers. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Height map extracted from normal map. From left to right, results at 1, 100, 1000, 

10000 and 100000 iterations 

3.4   3D Surface Modeling 

2D Delaunay triangulation was used to generate rectangular grids that were deformed 

using resulting height maps and texture-mapped using diffuse and normal maps. It 

was noticed that the quality of the generated models improved proportionally with 

number of iterations used to generate the height map. Iterations beyond 100,000 itera-

tions had no noticeable effect. The same three maps were also used to generate mod-

els in real time using DirectX 11 tessellation features in “Unity 3D” [16] graphics 

engine. The models were viewed smoothly despite having a huge amount of surface 

details. Figures 5 and 6 show examples of the generated models.   

 



 

Fig. 5. Wireframe, shaded and texture-mapped renderings of the reconstructed surface 
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Fig. 6. (A) Original PTM, (B) Reconstructed model, (C) Model with bump and height maps 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, a new technique to reconstruct 3D models from PTMs has been intro-

duced. The technique is fast, easy and capable of producing high quality texture 

mapped 3D models. Diffuse, normal and height maps are extracted from a PTM file 

and then used to generate a 3D texture mapped surface. User Interference is minimal 

and the whole process can be automated by initially setting a few parameters. 

This work can be expanded and refined in many ways. In depth comparisons be-

tween models generated using this technique and laser scans of the same objects are 

required. These comparisons can help to determine the best settings, such as the opti-

mal number of iterations to generate height maps , and the ideal number of photos to 

generate the PTM,in order to get the generated models as accurate and close to reality 

as possible. They would also reveal more of the strengths and weaknesses of the tech-

nique and which objects are suitable for modeling this way and which ones are not.  

Another current limitation is that the generated models are only of planar nature. It 

is possible to generate the same set of texture maps from POMs and hence generate 

3D models for non-planar objects such as cylindrical seals and other objects of inter-

est.   
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